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Fig. 4. RMSE of the DOA estimates versus �. m = 8, N = 64, and q = 0

dB.
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Fig. 5. RMSE of the DOA estimates versus � . m = 8, N = 64, q = 0

dB, and � = 0:25.

of [1] provides erroneous estimates, which clearly demonstrates the
ambiguity problem. In contrast, our method does not suffer from this
problem.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this correspondence, we consider the direction-finding problem
for an extended target whose power spatial density is not necessarily
symmetric with respect to its mass center. Two computationally simple
algorithms were proposed. One is based on the spectral moments of the
target, which are easily related to its DOA. The second borrows ideas
from [1] and extends the range of DOAs that can be estimated unam-
biguously. Both methods provide robust, simple, yet accurate DOA es-
timates.
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Comments on “A High-Resolution
Quadratic Time-Frequency Distribution for

Multicomponent Signals Analysis”
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Abstract—It is shown that the time-frequency distribution (TFD) pro-
posed in the above paper is not well defined in the ordinary sense for power
signals, including the single-tone sinusoid, and it needs the introduction of
generalized functions and transforms. It is also shown that the proposed
TFD does not satisfy the conditions cited by the authors of the paper to jus-
tify the claim that it has the instantaneous frequency property.

Index Terms—Generalized functions, instantaneous frequency, mul-
ticomponent signals, reduced interference distributions, time-frequency
analysis.

Recently, a time-frequency distribution (TFD) of Cohen’s Class,
which is known as the B-distribution (BD), was proposed and claimed
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to satisfy the instantaneous frequency (IF) property and have better
time-frequency resolution under noise-free and noisy conditions than
the spectrogram and Wigner–Ville distribution (WVD) [1]–[3]. The
following are four comments about the BD.

I. COMMENT 1

The time-lag kernel of the BD is given by [1]

G(t; � ) =
j� j

cosh2(t)

�

(1)

where � is a real positive number less than one. Hence, the BD for any
time signal z(t) = a(t) exp[j�(t)] is given by the general formula for
Cohen’s Class [4]–[8]

�z(t; !) =
1

�1

1

�1

G(t� u; � )Kz(u; � )e
�j!� dud�

= F
�!!

fpz(t; � )g (2)

where F represents the Fourier transformation, ! = 2�f is the radian
frequency, Kz(u; � ) = z(u + �=2)z�(u � �=2) is the instantaneous
autocorrelation product, pz(t; � ) = G(t; � ) �(t) Kz(t; � ), and �(t)
stands for time convolution. Note that G(u� t; � ) = G(t � u; � ). In
fact, the structure of the BD is equivalent to a smoothed pseudo-Wigner
distribution. The notion of such a distribution was first time defined by
Flandrin as detailed in [6, p. 254].

Due to the diverging factor j� j� in the integrand, the above integral
does not exist in the ordinary sense unless z(t) is an energy signal with
either

1) finite length;
2) infinite length such that there exists an ordinary (nonsingular)

function r(�) for which the convolution r(�) �(�) pz(t; � ) is
defined 8� and limj� j!1[r(�) �(�) pz(t; � )] = 0 [11].

For example, let us consider the sinusoidal signal z(t) = exp(j!ot).
This power signal is of fundamental importance in signal analysis.
TheWVD for this signal is given by

W (t; !) = 2��(! � !o) (3)

where � is the Dirac delta function. This means that the WVD gives the
best possible representation of this signal since it gives ideal concen-
tration around the IF of the signal, which is !o. The BD for this signal
is given by

�z(t; !) = k�
1

�1

j� j� exp[�j(! � !o)� ] d� (4)

where k� = �(1=2; �); � is the beta function [9]. Note that k� is time
independent. The above integral, which is simply the Fourier transform
of j� j� (with respect to the frequency variable F = !�!o) scaled by
k�, is undefined in the ordinary sense for all� > 0 at every point (t; !)
in the time-frequency plane since the integrand diverges indefinitely
when j� j increases. To further clarify this point, note that the above
integral exists if and only if the integral

I(�; F ) =
1

0

�� cos(F� )d� (5)

exists for 0 < � < 1 and F > 0. This is so because the Fourier trans-
form of a real and even function is real and even. Using the technique
of integration by parts and the tables in [9], it follows that

I(�; F ) = ��
sin(F� )

F

1

�=0

�
�

F

1

0

���1 sin(F� )d�

= lim
�!1

��
sin(F� )

F
�

�(�+ 1)

F�+1
sin

��

2
: (6)

The above limit does not exist; hence, the BD is not well defined in
the ordinary sense for single-tone sinusoidal signals. However, the BD

of a sinusoid can be understood in terms of generalized functions (or
functionals) defined on the class S of “good” functions, i.e., functions
that are infinitely differentiable and tend to zero as ! !1 faster than
the reciprocal of any polynomial function [11, Sec. 7.1]. Only in this
sense, it can be shown that [11, pp. 138–139] for 0 < � < 1

g(�) = j� j� , G(!) =
2�(�+ 1) cos �

2
(�+ 1)

j!j�+1
: (7)

Note that the right-hand side of (7) is not an ordinary function. Rather,
1=j!j�+1 in (7) is a functional defined on the class S in the sense that

1=j!j�+1 = �
1

�

1

j!j�
sgn(!)

0

(8)

where the derivative 0 is the generalized derivative [11, p. 130]. In
this case, the BD is meaningful only in conjunction with the integral
1

�1
�z(t; !)'(!)d! for a “good” frequency function '(!) [11].

II. COMMENT 2

The authors of [1] state that the BD has better concentration (reso-
lution) than the WVD for stepped FM (a combination of finite-length
sinusoids) and linear FM signals (see [1, Figs. 4 and 7]). A more gen-
eral statement in the Conclusion of [1] confirms that “The proposed
distribution outperforms the WVD and the spectrogram in terms of
time-frequency resolution and cross term suppression.” No reasoning
or analysis is provided in [1] to support this claim, knowing that the
WVD has the best possible concentration for infinite-length sinusoids
(see Comment 1 above) and linear FM signals [4], where it gives the
delta function around the IF law in both cases.

III. COMMENT 3

It is claimed in [1] that the first moment of the BD yields the instan-
taneous frequency of the signal, that is

!i =

1

�1
!�z(t; !)d!

1

�1
�z(t; !)d!

(9)

because its Doppler-lag kernel g(�; � ) satisfies the following condi-
tions:

@g(�; � )

@� (0;0)

=
@g(�; � )

@� (0;0)

= 0

g(�; 0) = constant 8�: (10)

First, it must be pointed out that the correct conditions for the IF
property are [4]–[8], [10]

@g(�; � )

@�
�=0

= 0 8�

g(�; 0) = 1 8�: (11)

The condition (@g(�; � ))=(@�)j(0;0) = 0 (or its correct version
(@g(�; � ))=(@�)j�=0 = 0 8� ) is inappropriate here as it is related
to the time delay property and not the IF property [4]–[8], [10].

Second, I would like to point out that the Doppler-lag kernel of the
BD satisfies neither (10) nor (11), as shown below.

Proof: According to [1, (7)], we have

g(�; � ) = j� j�
22��1

�(2�)
�(�+ j��)�(�� j��)

= g1(�)g2(�) (12)

where g1(�) = j� j�, and �(z) is the gamma function defined by

�(z) =
1

0

e�ttz�1 dt (13)
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Fig. 1. Doppler-lag kernel g(�; �) of the BD for different values of �.
Contrary to all known quadratic TFDs, the BD kernel has a highpass shape in
the lag direction with a minimum (zero) at the origin.

and has simple poles in the complex z-plane at z = 0;�1;�2; . . ., etc.
[9]. For the range of � specified in [1], i.e., 0 < � � 1, the derivative
(@g(�; � ))=(@�) = g2(�)dj� j

�=d� does not exist at � = 0 since

lim
�!0

dj� j�

d�
=

+1 � ! 0+; 0 < � < 1

�1 � ! 0�; 0 < � < 1

+1 � ! 0+; � = 1

�1 � ! 0�; � = 1

(14)

while g2(�) = (22��1)=(�(2�))j�(�+j��)j2 is always positive and
finite for all � when 0 < � � 1. Therefore, it cannot be concluded that
the BD has the IF property unless a valid proof is given.

IV. COMMENT 4

The authors of [1] state that the kernel of the BD is designed intu-
itively to retain the auto-terms and suppress the cross-terms. However,
in order to suppress the cross-terms [that accumulate far away from the
origin of the Doppler-lag (a.k.a. ambiguity) domain] while keeping the
auto-terms (that accumulate around the origin), it is well known that the
Doppler-lag kernel g(�; � ) of any quadratic time-frequency distribu-
tion should have a two–dimensional lowpass shape with a maximum at
the origin (�; � ) = (0; 0) (see, for example, [5] and [6]). If the preser-
vation of the signal total energy is considered, this maximum should
be one, i.e., g(0; 0) = 1 (see [5, p. 164] and [6, p. 107]). Contrary to
all known TFDs in the quadratic class (a.k.a. Cohen’s class), the BD
kernel has a highpass shape in the lag direction with a minimum (zero)
at the origin, as shown in Fig. 1. No reasoning is provided in [1] for
this abnormality.

V. CONCLUSION

In this correspondence, it is shown that the B-distribution (BD),
which was recently proposed as a time-frequency distribution
(TFD), is not well-defined in the ordinary sense for power signals,
including the pure sinusoid, which is of fundamental importance in
time-frequency analysis. A correct definition may be introduced using
generalized functions. It is also shown that the BD does not satisfy the
conditions cited by the authors of [1] to justify the claim that it has the
conventional IF property. In addition, it is pointed out that the BD has
an abnormal time-lag kernel with a minimum at the origin, contrary to
the original purpose of designing the BD to attenuate the cross-terms
and pass the auto-terms.
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Reply to “Comments on ‘A High-Resolution
Quadratic Time-Frequency Distribution for

Multicomponent Signals Analysis’”

B. Barkat and B. Boashash

I. REPLY TO COMMENT 1

The recently proposed quadratic time-frequency distribution
(TFD), referred as BD, handles power signals in the same way
the Wigner–Ville distribution (WVD) or any other time-frequency
distribution (TFD) handles them. These TFDs, being in essence
Fourier transforms (FTs) of the signal or quadratic functions of it,
cannot be evaluated in an ordinary way but have to be evaluated using
functionals. As an illustration, let us reconsider the signal used in the
comments, namely, a sinusoid expressed as z(t) = exp(j!0t). The
WVD of this signal is given by

Wz(t; f) =
1

�1

[z(t+ 0:5� ) � z�(t� 0:5�)] exp[�j!� ] d�: (1)

Because [z(t+0:5�)�z�(t�0:5�)] = exp[�j!0� ] is not absolutely
integrable over the considered interval, its FT cannot be obtained by
direct evaluation, and one has to resort to transforms in the limit or
functionals in order to obtain the final result in (3) of the comments. The
same discussion applies to the BD or any other TFD. FTs in the limit
have existed for decades and are not new concepts for the community.
As a consequence, Comment 1 does not provide any new information.

II. REPLY TO COMMENT 2

It was clearly stated that the BD can solve some problems that the
WVD or the spectrogram cannot. It was never claimed that the BD
performs better than the two other distributions at all times and all sit-
uations. To be more specific, in the paper introduction, the following
statement was given: “This comparison is performed with respect to
some criteria detailed later in the paper.” All the criteria pertaining
to the comparisons in the paper were given in detail. In addition, the
paper comparisons were basically numerical and not analytical, and in
a numerical implementation, it is not possible to use an infinite-length
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Fig. 1. Doppler-lag kernels of the cone-shape distribution for a small value
(top plot) and a large value (bottom plot) of its parameter.

signal, and consequently, the theoretical “best possible concentration”
of the WVD is not guaranteed. This point was well illustrated in the
paper where Monte-Carlo analysis as well as several examples, in-
cluding real-life data, were provided to support the claim.

III. REPLY TO COMMENT 3

To start with, let us observe that conditions (11) are just sufficient
conditions, and consequently, there is the following.

i) Other, less restrictive, conditions can also be valid conditions for
expression (9). This means that conditions (10) reported in [2,
p. 14] cannot be excluded without a detailed demonstration to
prove it.

ii) The first moment of a TFD that violates conditions (11) may still
be a good estimator of the signal instantaneous frequency (IF).

In addition, in the paper, expression (9) was not used to estimate
the signal IF. Instead, the peak of the BD was used as an IF estimator.
Therefore, whether the BD verifies or violates conditions (11) does
not have any negative implications on the results of the BD paper or
on the simulations therein. Furthermore, many known TFDs do not
verify (11). One of them is the spectrogram, which is still today one
of the most popular and widely used quadratic TFDs. Since this has
not limited its application in real-life problems, the same statement can
be made about the BD.
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